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Bluetooth Capability

Enables support for virtual
credentials through Safetrust Mobile
Access, as well as upgrades the host
reader into a full IoT connected
sensor, providing active scanning of
BLE enabled devices, with additional
support for Thread and Zigbee.

Support for OSDP

Provides support for the
OSDP communications
standard, enabling advanced
communication and security
features for transmission of
data between reader and
controller.
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Onboard WiFi

Integration with hi-
bandwidth WiFi backbone
for secure remote
management and event
collection for business
intelligence. 

Enabling mobile access that's simple, secure, and
affordable.

The SABRE MODULE offers a quick Bluetooth upgrade for legacy readers with a Hirose connector. When installed
to it’s compatible host reader, the MODULE enables support for Safetrust Mobile Access, secure end-to-end
communication through the Open Secure Device Protocol (OSDP) standard, and the ability to conduct
configuration and firmware updates over-the-air direct to the in-field reader. 
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Leverage your existing infrastructure for mobile access.
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Safetrust enables your current access control system to support both mobile and existing card credentials
without changing your workflows. By plugging the SABRE MODULE into the Hirose connector on supported
readers, Bluetooth communication with the Safetrust Wallet is enabled without interfering with the host's
existing legacy system. 

Streamline end-user experience with a single
credential

Consolidate all your credentials into one secure,
convenient location in the Safetrust Wallet app. 

Environmental Scanning

Detect all people and objects entering and exiting
doors even if they don’t badge in or out, giving you
awareness of who is in the building at any time.

Remote management over-the-air

Distribute software updates over WiFi direct to
the in-field reader all from the Safetrust
Credential Manager. 

Keep using existing cards and badges

Maintain support for all major cards, fobs, and
badges so you can give employees the option of
choosing mobile access or keeping their existing
credentials.

Simple installation with no wiring

The SABRE MODULE plugs in directly into the host
reader's Hirose connector, requiring no external
wiring or battery to be operational. 

Reduce card issuance and management cost

Mobile credential management eliminates costs
associated with deployment and re-issuance of
traditional physical access cards. 

Multiple BLE interfaces for faster
processing of data

Support for end point power monitoring

Long and short range credential
detection using the internal and
external antennas.
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Security you can trust.

More than mobile access.
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Your ID is Yours 

Eliminate the risks of using legacy cards which are
easily stolen, lost or duplicated. The Safetrust
Wallet sends your credentials with a highly secure,
best-of-breed encryption standard between the
device and the reader, ensuring your ID can't be
compromised. 

Multifactor Authentication

Set credential rules including 2FA with a biometric
or pin, geo-fencing & time limits. 

The SABRE MODULE is a Bluetooth to WiFi gateway device which allows information to be communicated
to a business intelligence gathering agent. Extract powerful, anonymised data from Safetrust devices and

third-party hardware carrying Safetrust firmware to make more informed business decisions. 

Identify & protect assets, track objects & activity

Monitor resources to ensure operational efficiencies (i.e. meeting room usage)

Leverage user data to drive process improvement

Sync your data to third party analytics tools
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Upgrading to mobile access has never been this easy.

Support for Self-Enrollment 

1. Remove reader from wall bracket

Remove the mounting screw and
pull the reader in a ‘outwards and
upwards’ motion to remove it from
the wall mount bracket.

2. Plug in the SABRE MODULE 

Position the SABRE MODULE (logo
facing upwards), onto the Hirose
connector and press firmly to make
a connection.

3. Ready to go! 

Once a connection is made between
the Hirose connectors, the
MODULE will start to receive power
and will be operational within 5
seconds. 

Safetrust makes onboarding easy for your
employees- so easy they can do it themselves!
 
Self-enrollment mode enables the reader to be
used as an enrollment station for mobile
provisioning. Simply use your mobile device and
your existing physical ID card at the reader to create
a virtual credential in your Safetrust Wallet. 
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Tech Specs

*Technical data subject to change without notice. To order, contact sales@safetrust.com.

The affordable way to add mobile
support to legacy readers.

Description The SABRE MODULE offers a quick Bluetooth mobile access upgrade for legacy
readers with a Hirose connector.

 Part Number 8830-000

Hardware Wiegand,. RS-485 OSDP, UART

Compatible With HID®** iCLASS®** Readers

Mobile Operating Systems Apple iOS 9.0 or later and Android 4.4 and up on devices with the Safetrust Wallet 

Bluetooth Range 1 ft to 50 ft ( .31 to 15 meters)

WiFi 802.11 a/b/g/n

MODULE Compatibilities Most popular 125kHz proximity formats from HID®**, Indala®**, AWID®,  GE Casi®, 
and Honeywell®, MIFARE Classic, MIFARE DESFire and SEOS®** 

RF Transmit Frequency 2.G4 Hz • 2.48GHz

Mounting Plug-in

Weight 0 .17 oz (5 g )

Operating Conditions -31 to 149°F (-35 to +·65°C)

Dimensions 1.1" x 1. 4 9 " x 0 .20" (28 x 38 x 5 mm)

Encryption AES 256, x.509, OSDP v1, OSDP v2

Certifications FCC Part 15 modular, Canada. IC ,EU EMC CE, India ETA-WPC, RCM,RoHS. WEEE

Warranty 2 Years (limited warranty, review warranty for complete details)

Power Requirements Supply Voltage 6- 25 V DC

Power Consumption Wi-Fi 2 - 50 mA, BLE 2 - 15 mA

IoT Protocol MQTT (ISO/IEC PRF 20922)

Copyright © 2020 Safetrust Inc. All rights reserved. Safetrust, SABRE MODULE, and Safetrust Wallet are all trademarks of Safetrust Inc. All other product and company names are trademarks of their
respective holders; use of these trademarks does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by their holders. All claims of compatibility are made by Safetrust only. **HID®, iCLASS®, SEOS® and Indala®
are trademarks of HID Global Corporation/ASSA ABLOY AB. Neither that company nor its affiliates have manufactured or endorsed this product and have no association to Safetrust Inc.
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